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The standard cliché is that, relatively speaking, men are financial daredevils who like risk and thatThe standard cliché is that, relatively speaking, men are financial daredevils who like risk and that
women are cautious and want security. Alternatively expressed, women are cautious and want security. Alternatively expressed, men are more risk friendly thanmen are more risk friendly than
womenwomen. Or to rephrase the title of a bestseller, "men buy shares from Mars and women have a. Or to rephrase the title of a bestseller, "men buy shares from Mars and women have a
savings account on Venus." Articles published in the Swiss savings account on Venus." Articles published in the Swiss Neue Zürcher ZeitungNeue Zürcher Zeitung (NZZ) and in various (NZZ) and in various
other sources, shed new light on the combination of myth and reality captured in the aboveother sources, shed new light on the combination of myth and reality captured in the above
paragraph.paragraph.

There Are Di눝�erences There Are Di눝�erences 
In an interview with the NZZ, Christine Schmid of Credit Suisse explains that the sub-discipline ofIn an interview with the NZZ, Christine Schmid of Credit Suisse explains that the sub-discipline of
gender finance deals with the social di눝�erences between men and women. Anja Peter, of Bank Coopgender finance deals with the social di눝�erences between men and women. Anja Peter, of Bank Coop
in Switzerland concurs that "naturally, there are di눝�erences between men and women, biologicallyin Switzerland concurs that "naturally, there are di눝�erences between men and women, biologically
and socially, and this is reflected in investment behavior." For instance, women are generally moreand socially, and this is reflected in investment behavior." For instance, women are generally more
interested in such issues as ecology, ethics and microcredits. However, when it comes to the crunch,interested in such issues as ecology, ethics and microcredits. However, when it comes to the crunch,
this interest does not always impact on the actual investment decision.this interest does not always impact on the actual investment decision.

A study conducted at the Centre for Financial Research at the University of Cologne found thatA study conducted at the Centre for Financial Research at the University of Cologne found that
female fund managers switch around their female fund managers switch around their portfoliosportfolios less than their male colleagues. Furthermore, less than their male colleagues. Furthermore,
women's strategies and the subsequent performance tend to be more stablewomen's strategies and the subsequent performance tend to be more stable..

Historically, women have had less to do with financial decisions than men and their investmentHistorically, women have had less to do with financial decisions than men and their investment
volume has also been lower. However, that is changing. Find out about one lady that buckedvolume has also been lower. However, that is changing. Find out about one lady that bucked
historical trends in historical trends in Hetty Green: The Witch Of Wall StreetHetty Green: The Witch Of Wall Street..

Female Risk Aversion? Female Risk Aversion? 
Recent studies shed new light on the typical investment behavior of women. The German InstituteRecent studies shed new light on the typical investment behavior of women. The German Institute
for Economic Research (DIW) recently evaluated data from more than 8,000 men and women.for Economic Research (DIW) recently evaluated data from more than 8,000 men and women.

At first glance, the study seems to confirm the standard view, but not all that strongly, as 38% ofAt first glance, the study seems to confirm the standard view, but not all that strongly, as 38% of
women have risky financial products such as women have risky financial products such as stocksstocks, whereas it is 45% for men., whereas it is 45% for men.

However, the DIW does not believe this confirms an inherent However, the DIW does not believe this confirms an inherent risk aversionrisk aversion on the part of women. A on the part of women. A
regressionregression analysis reveals that  analysis reveals that women would take more risk if they had more moneywomen would take more risk if they had more money. Women. Women
generally still have only have about half as much to invest as men, which inevitably compels them togenerally still have only have about half as much to invest as men, which inevitably compels them to
be more cautious; be more cautious; that may be the real reason for the apparent risk aversionthat may be the real reason for the apparent risk aversion..

Career Barriers and the Glass Ceiling Career Barriers and the Glass Ceiling 
In the same vein, there are still few women applyingIn the same vein, there are still few women applying
for jobs or working as financial researchers orfor jobs or working as financial researchers or
brokersbrokers. Schmid believes that women continue to. Schmid believes that women continue to
gravitate to where there are other women, but hopesgravitate to where there are other women, but hopes
that that these barriers will break down over timethese barriers will break down over time. Clearly,. Clearly,
there is a link between the career side of the genderthere is a link between the career side of the gender
equation and investment behavior.equation and investment behavior.

Lower Self Confidence, but Higher Performance Lower Self Confidence, but Higher Performance 
Interestingly, studies by the German Comdirect BankInterestingly, studies by the German Comdirect Bank

and the DAB reveal that, while women have less confidence in their financial knowledge than men,and the DAB reveal that, while women have less confidence in their financial knowledge than men,
this is not matched by poorer investment choices and management. The study revealed that 58% ofthis is not matched by poorer investment choices and management. The study revealed that 58% of
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men rated their financial understanding as good or very good, but only 47% of women. Furthermore,men rated their financial understanding as good or very good, but only 47% of women. Furthermore,
a large sample of almost half a million private portfolios demonstrates that in 2007 and the a large sample of almost half a million private portfolios demonstrates that in 2007 and the crisiscrisis
year of 2008year of 2008, women did 4 to 6% better than men., women did 4 to 6% better than men.

The Road Ahead The Road Ahead 
Over time, these di눝�erences are likely to decline, but not disappear altogether. A��er all, there areOver time, these di눝�erences are likely to decline, but not disappear altogether. A��er all, there are
centuries of entrenched gender roles, and elements still remain and are likely do so to some extentcenturies of entrenched gender roles, and elements still remain and are likely do so to some extent
for the foreseeable future. Furthermore, given that for the foreseeable future. Furthermore, given that women are genetically the child bearerswomen are genetically the child bearers, some, some
aspects of the male-female roles are intrinsically fixed by nature. Thus, more women than men willaspects of the male-female roles are intrinsically fixed by nature. Thus, more women than men will
still find it harder to invest in the true sense of the word.still find it harder to invest in the true sense of the word.

Nonetheless, we can certainly expect the behavioral trends to diminish. A��er all, never before haveNonetheless, we can certainly expect the behavioral trends to diminish. A��er all, never before have
there been so many highly qualified women who earn well, have money to invest and want do sothere been so many highly qualified women who earn well, have money to invest and want do so
securely and appropriately. Furthermore, many observers (and studies) state that women o��ensecurely and appropriately. Furthermore, many observers (and studies) state that women o��en
invest remarkably well.invest remarkably well.

This in turn will lead to more programs that focus on female investors. The Swiss Bank Coop, with itsThis in turn will lead to more programs that focus on female investors. The Swiss Bank Coop, with its
Project Eva, is a classic example, and is sure to be followed by many others over time. The presenceProject Eva, is a classic example, and is sure to be followed by many others over time. The presence
of female of female investment clubsinvestment clubs, on the Internet and beyond, , on the Internet and beyond, constitutes another sign of the timesconstitutes another sign of the times..

Barbara Aigner, of Emotion Banking in Austria, believes in a specifically female customerBarbara Aigner, of Emotion Banking in Austria, believes in a specifically female customer
segmentation, which looks like yet another way ahead. She divides the female customer segmentsegmentation, which looks like yet another way ahead. She divides the female customer segment
into three groups of "self-conscious, pleasure oriented" younger women, an "interested and open-into three groups of "self-conscious, pleasure oriented" younger women, an "interested and open-
minded active group" of women who are more interested in what the bank o눝�ers and theminded active group" of women who are more interested in what the bank o눝�ers and the
"traditional conservatives" who are loyal and risk averse."traditional conservatives" who are loyal and risk averse.

The Bottom LineThe Bottom Line
It is really only in the 20th century that women have managed to break down many of the barriers inIt is really only in the 20th century that women have managed to break down many of the barriers in
a male-dominated world. The role to which women have been relegated has constrained both theira male-dominated world. The role to which women have been relegated has constrained both their
financial knowledge and activities. This situation is changing constantly. Nonetheless, some of thefinancial knowledge and activities. This situation is changing constantly. Nonetheless, some of the
clichés are entrenched in the mind and some elements of the old role inevitably remain intact inclichés are entrenched in the mind and some elements of the old role inevitably remain intact in
practice. In any event, understanding gender di눝�erences and how they are changing over time - andpractice. In any event, understanding gender di눝�erences and how they are changing over time - and
catering e눝�ectively for them - is fundamental to understanding and managing the world ofcatering e눝�ectively for them - is fundamental to understanding and managing the world of
investmentinvestment..

Build and enhance proficiencies in Excel for financeBuild and enhance proficiencies in Excel for finance

Investopedia Academy's Excel for Finance Investopedia Academy's Excel for Finance is for beginners and intermediates to learn to format,is for beginners and intermediates to learn to format,

calculate and model data through tutorials and real-world case studies. calculate and model data through tutorials and real-world case studies. Through this online course,Through this online course,

you'll save hours weekly by mastering keyboard shortcuts, create complex financial models andyou'll save hours weekly by mastering keyboard shortcuts, create complex financial models and

mine data for actionable insights. mine data for actionable insights. Watch Free Trailer >>Watch Free Trailer >>
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Are Women's Portfolios Better Than Men's?Are Women's Portfolios Better Than Men's?
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A recent study found that women's portfolios tend to perform better than men's.A recent study found that women's portfolios tend to perform better than men's.
This is likely because women are more averse to risk.This is likely because women are more averse to risk.
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Wealthy Men and Women Investors: 4 Key Di눝�erencesWealthy Men and Women Investors: 4 Key Di눝�erences
Research validates that wealthy men and women invest di눝�erently. Here's why—Research validates that wealthy men and women invest di눝�erently. Here's why—
the insights may help advisors better tailor their services to clients.the insights may help advisors better tailor their services to clients.

PERSONAL FINANCEPERSONAL FINANCE

Are Women Stuck Paying a ‘Pink Tax’?Are Women Stuck Paying a ‘Pink Tax’?
If you're a woman, you could be paying more than a man for the same stu눝�, fromIf you're a woman, you could be paying more than a man for the same stu눝�, from
shirts to personal care products. Here's a closer look at the "pink tax."shirts to personal care products. Here's a closer look at the "pink tax."

FINANCIAL ADVISORFINANCIAL ADVISOR

Why Retirement Planning Di눝�ers for WomenWhy Retirement Planning Di눝�ers for Women
Women face unique challenges when it comes to saving for retirement comparedWomen face unique challenges when it comes to saving for retirement compared
to men. Here's why and how to better prepare.to men. Here's why and how to better prepare.

FINANCIAL ADVISORFINANCIAL ADVISOR

Top 5 Ways Advisors Can Appeal to WomenTop 5 Ways Advisors Can Appeal to Women
Female clients present an enormous potential market for advisors. Here are someFemale clients present an enormous potential market for advisors. Here are some
ways advisors can make their practice more appealing to them.ways advisors can make their practice more appealing to them.

FINANCIAL ADVISORFINANCIAL ADVISOR

These Investors Needs More Advisor AttentionThese Investors Needs More Advisor Attention
Women live longer than men and their post-retirement finances are in jeopardy. AWomen live longer than men and their post-retirement finances are in jeopardy. A
new report by the National Institute for Retirement Security shows why.new report by the National Institute for Retirement Security shows why.

RETIREMENTRETIREMENT

Why Women Have a Tough Time Saving for RetirementWhy Women Have a Tough Time Saving for Retirement
Retirement saving is hard but for women, there are unique challenges. WhetherRetirement saving is hard but for women, there are unique challenges. Whether
its caregiving or pursuit of a low wage job women aren't saving enough.its caregiving or pursuit of a low wage job women aren't saving enough.

PERSONAL FINANCEPERSONAL FINANCE

How Do Women Compete In A Man's World?How Do Women Compete In A Man's World?
Despite women making huge strides in the business world, many workplaces areDespite women making huge strides in the business world, many workplaces are
still perceived as a boy's clubs. How can women compete?still perceived as a boy's clubs. How can women compete?

MANAGING WEALTHMANAGING WEALTH

What Accounts for One-Third of the Wage Gap (WMT)What Accounts for One-Third of the Wage Gap (WMT)
Women who work full time still make less than men who have the sameWomen who work full time still make less than men who have the same
qualifications. One third of the pay gap may be due to gender bias andqualifications. One third of the pay gap may be due to gender bias and
discrimination.discrimination.

TECHTECH

Do Women Need ‘Women-Focused’ Financial Advisors?Do Women Need ‘Women-Focused’ Financial Advisors?
Their life experiences are di눝�erent from men’s – and their earnings tend to beTheir life experiences are di눝�erent from men’s – and their earnings tend to be
lower – but does that mean women should be treated di눝�erently?lower – but does that mean women should be treated di눝�erently?

Q: Q: What are some examples of businesses that use market segmentation?What are some examples of businesses that use market segmentation?
Find out what types of businesses use market segmentation and how this strategy helps companies market theirFind out what types of businesses use market segmentation and how this strategy helps companies market their
products more ... products more ... Read Answer >>Read Answer >>
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Q: Q: What percentage of the population do you need in a representative sample?What percentage of the population do you need in a representative sample?
Learn about representative samples and how they are used in conjunction with other strategies to create usefulLearn about representative samples and how they are used in conjunction with other strategies to create useful
data with ... data with ... Read Answer >>Read Answer >>

Q: Q: What would privatized Social Security mean for Americans?What would privatized Social Security mean for Americans?
Take a deeper look at how a privatized Social Security system would work, including looking at a real exampleTake a deeper look at how a privatized Social Security system would work, including looking at a real example
that's existed ... that's existed ... Read Answer >>Read Answer >>
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